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ABSTRACT
Nearly every massive galaxy harbors a supermassive black hole (SMBH) in its nucleus. SMBH masses
are millions to billions M, and they correlate with properties of spheroids of their host galaxies. While
the SMBH growth channels, mergers and gas accretion, are well established, their origin remains
uncertain: they could have either emerged from massive “seeds” (105 − 106M) formed by direct
collapse of gas clouds in the early Universe or from smaller (100M) black holes, end-products of
first stars. The latter channel would leave behind numerous intermediate mass black holes (IMBHs,
102 − 105M). Although many IMBH candidates have been identified, none is accepted as definitive,
thus their very existence is still debated. Using data mining in wide-field sky surveys and applying
dedicated analysis to archival and follow-up optical spectra, we identified a sample of 305 IMBH
candidates having masses 3 × 104 < MBH < 2 × 105M, which reside in galaxy centers and are
accreting gas that creates characteristic signatures of a type I active galactic nucleus (AGN). We
confirmed the AGN nature of ten sources (including five previously known objects which validate our
method) by detecting the X-ray emission from their accretion discs, thus defining the first bona fide
sample of IMBHs in galactic nuclei. All IMBH host galaxies possess small bulges and sit on the low-
mass extension of the MBH −Mbulge scaling relation suggesting that they must have experienced very
few if any major mergers over their lifetime. The very existence of nuclear IMBHs supports the stellar
mass seed scenario of the massive black hole formation.
Keywords: cosmology: observations — early universe — galaxies: active — galaxies: nuclei — galaxies:
Seyfert — quasars: supermassive black holes
1. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION
The existence of stellar mass black holes (Abbott et al.
2016) and giant black holes millions to billions times
more massive than the Sun is observationally estab-
lished (Scho¨del et al. 2002; Miyoshi et al. 1995). Massive
black holes in galaxy centers are believed to co-evolve
with spheroids of their hosts (Kormendy & Ho 2013),
grow via coalescences during galaxy mergers (Merritt
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& Milosavljevic´ 2005) and by accreting gas during the
AGN/quasar phase (Volonteri 2012), however, their ori-
gin still remains unclear: they could have either emerged
from massive “seeds” (105 − 106M) formed by direct
collapse of large gas clouds in the early Universe (Loeb
& Rasio 1994) or from smaller (100M) black holes,
end-products of first stars (Madau & Rees 2001), which
must have also created a rich, yet undetected population
of intermediate mass black holes (IMBHs, 102−105M).
Two observational phenomena allow us to detect and
estimate masses of central black holes in large samples of
galaxies: (i) dynamic signatures observed as high rota-
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tional velocities or velocity dispersions of stars and gas
in circumnuclear regions of galaxies (Miyoshi et al. 1995;
Kormendy & Richstone 1995; Seth et al. 2014); (ii) AGN
and quasars, which appear when a massive black hole
is caught while accreting gas (Elvis 2000) and, hence,
growing. The discovery of quasars in the early Uni-
verse (z > 6.3, that is 750–900 Myr after the Big Bang)
hosting super-massive black holes (SMBHs) as heavy as
1010M (Mortlock et al. 2011; Wu et al. 2015) cannot
be explained by gas accretion on stellar mass black hole
seeds (∼< 100M) alone. Even if formed right after the
Big Bang by the first generation of Population iii stars,
it would take over 1 Gyr to foster an SMBH because the
accretion rate cannot significantly exceed the Eddington
limit during extended periods of time. Population iii
stars might have formed in dense clusters in primordial
density fluctuations, which could then evolve into more
massive SMBH seeds by collisions and/or core collapse
(Portegies Zwart et al. 2004). Alternatively, the rapid
inflow and subsequent direct collapse of gas clouds (Loeb
& Rasio 1994; Begelman et al. 2006) can form massive
seeds (M > 105 − 106M). The latter scenario solves
the SMBH early formation puzzle but leads to a gap in
the present-day black hole mass function in the IMBH
regime (100 ∼< MBH ∼< 1×105M), whereas stellar mass
seeds should leave behind a large number of IMBHs.
Therefore, the elusive IMBH population holds a clue to
the understanding of SMBH formation.
The first evidence for the existence of IMBHs came in
late 80s, when two dwarf galaxies with stellar masses of
about 109M hosting AGN were identified: Pox 52, a
dwarf elliptical galaxy (Kunth et al. 1987; Barth et al.
2004) and NGC 4395, a low-luminosity spiral (Filip-
penko & Sargent 1989; Wrobel & Ho 2006). They both
host central black holes with the mass estimates around
3×105M (Filippenko & Ho 2003; Peterson et al. 2005;
Thornton et al. 2008) and are nowadays considered too
massive to be called IMBH, however, they ignited the
interest towards search for less massive examples.
Despite substantial observing time investments over
the past two decades, only a few IMBH candidates were
identified with reliable mass estimates: (i) the serendip-
itously discovered hyperluminous X-ray source HLX-
1 in a nearby galaxy (Webb et al. 2012) having the
mass between 104 and 105M estimated from the X-
ray flux and radio emission of the relativistic jet, which,
however, may be a stellar mass black hole accreting in
the super-critical regime with a beamed X-ray radia-
tion along the line-of-sight (King & Lasota 2014); (ii) a
4,000 M IMBH in the globular cluster 47 Tuc detected
using stellar dynamics and pulsar timing (Kızıltan et al.
2017), although one has to keep in mind that several
past claims of IMBHs in globular clusters (Noyola et al.
2010) were refuted by subsequent analysis (Zocchi et al.
2017); (iii) several low luminosity AGN in dwarf galaxies
found using optical spectra and later confirmed in X-ray
(Dong et al. 2007; Reines et al. 2013; Baldassare et al.
2015) (5 × 104 < MBH < 3 × 105M) but the search
approach excluded luminous galaxies and involved sub-
stantial amount of manual data analysis applied on a per
object basis. Here we call “reliable” the black hole mass
estimates techniques, which have calibration uncertain-
ties of at most a factor of 2–3, such as reverberation
mapping, stellar dynamics, pulsar timing, X-ray vari-
ability, broad Hα scaling. We do not consider IMBH
candidates relying on some average Eddington ratios in
AGN, MBH−σbulge relation or the fundamental plane of
the black hole activity, which have intrinsic uncertainties
of 0.8–1.5 dex.
In this paper we present the results of the first system-
atic search for IMBHs in AGN without applying a priori
pre-selection filtering criteria to the input galaxy sam-
ple. We developed an automated workflow that analyzed
1 million galaxies spectra from the SDSS Data Release
7 (DR7) spectroscopic catalog and measured central BH
masses for those objects that demonstrate broad Hα line
and narrow-line photoionization signatures of accreting
BHs. Throughout this work we define an IMBH as an
object in the mass range between 102 and 105M and we
look for IMBH candidates having a mass < 2× 105M
because of the internal precision of the virial mass esti-
mate of about ∼ 0.3 dex.
2. DATA ANALYSIS APPROACH
2.1. An automated IMBH search workflow
An AGN creates specific signatures in an optical spec-
trum of a galaxy (Elvis 2000): X-ray photons from the
corona of an accretion disc around the black hole ionize
gas out to a few kiloparsec away, which then produces
easily detectable emission lines (Fig. 1). The width and
the flux of an allowed recombination line (e.g. hydrogen
Hα) emitted from the broad line region in the immediate
vicinity of a central black hole provide a virial estimate
of its mass (Greene & Ho 2005; Reines et al. 2013). We
have designed an automated workflow that uses data
mining in optical and X-ray astronomical data archives
publicly available in the international Virtual Observa-
tory to search for AGN signatures of IMBHs.
The workflow automatically analyzed (Fig. 1) about
1,000,000 optical spectra of galaxies and quasars from
the legacy sample of the Sloan Digital Sky Survey Data
Release 7 (SDSS DR7, Abazajian et al. 2009) without
any pre-selection on host galaxy luminosity or redshift.
We used a non-parametric representation of a narrow
IMBH population identified as AGN 3
emission line profile (Chilingarian et al. 2017), which
produced lower fitting residuals in Balmer lines and al-
lowed us to detect fainter broad line components, thus
boosting the sensitivity of our analysis technique. Then
we took the resulting sample of galaxies with broad line
detections, computed emission line flux ratios [Oiii]/Hβ
and [Nii]/Hα from narrow-line components, and used
the Baldwin-Phillips-Terlevich (BPT) (Baldwin et al.
1981) diagnostics to reject objects where the ionization
was induced by star formation, because such objects of-
ten have broad Balmer lines originating from transient
stellar events (Baldassare et al. 2016) rather than from
AGN. After that, we eliminated statistically insignifi-
cant measurements by filtering the sample on relative
strengths and widths of narrow and broad line compo-
nents, signal-to-noise ratios, relative radial velocity off-
sets, and assembled a list of 305 candidates in the IMBH
mass range (MBH < 2× 105M).
This list (further referred as the parent sample) in-
cluded all known nuclear IMBH candidates (Dong et al.
2007; Reines et al. 2013; Baldassare et al. 2015) except
those which fell on the star forming sequence in the BPT
diagram; our black hole mass estimates agreed within
uncertainties with those obtained from dedicated deep
spectroscopic observations (Reines et al. 2013; Baldas-
sare et al. 2015). Then we searched in data archives of
Chandra, XMM-Newton, and Swift orbital X-ray obser-
vatories and detected 10 X-ray counterparts for candi-
dates with virial masses as low as 4.3 × 104M. Five
of them were mentioned in the literature (Reines et al.
2013; Baldassare et al. 2015) and one object had a spa-
tially extended X-ray emission probably related to star
formation which we excluded from further analysis. All
4 remaining X-ray point sources were observed serendip-
itously.
2.2. Non-parametric emission line analysis
We developed a dedicated technique to analyze opti-
cal spectra, which allows us to estimate a central black
hole mass by measuring a broad component in allowed
emission lines (Greene & Ho 2005). As an input dataset
for our study we use galaxy spectra from SDSS DR7,
which we re-analyzed and presented in the value-added
catalog RCSED (Chilingarian et al. 2017). We extended
RCSED by adding AGN spectra classified as quasars in
SDSS. This input sample contains 938,487 galaxy spec-
tra of 878,138 unique objects. We analyzed the follow-up
optical spectra obtained with the 6.5-m Magellan tele-
scope in the same fashion. We fitted and subtracted stel-
lar continuum in SDSS spectra using the NBursts full
spectrum fitting technique (Chilingarian et al. 2007b,a)
and then measured emission lines.
The core of our analysis method is a simultaneous fit-
ting of all strong emission lines (Hβ, [Oiii], [Nii], Hα,
[SII]) by a linear combination of a narrow line compo-
nent having a non-parametric shape and a broad Gaus-
sian component in the Balmer lines. The broad-line
component parameters, velocity dispersion (σBLR) and
the central radial velocity of the BLR component are fit-
ted in a non-linear minimization loop. All other parame-
ters are fitted linearly within it at every evaluation of the
function using an iterative procedure that includes the
following two steps: (i) we determine fluxes of all emis-
sion line components solving a linear problem with the
non-negative constrain; (ii) then we recover the shape of
the narrow line component in a non-parametric way by
solving a linear convolution problem with the regular-
ization, which requires a smoothness of a solution. By
using a non-parametric NLR component shape, we can
successfully model complex gas kinematics and avoid the
degeneracy, which affects the traditionally used multi-
ple Gaussian profile decomposition (Greene & Ho 2005;
Reines et al. 2013), because Gaussian functions are not
orthogonal and, therefore, do not form a basis. We then
repeated our analysis by excluding a BLR component
from the model in order to compare the χ2 values be-
tween the two approaches and conclude whether adding
a BLR component improved the fitting quality in a sta-
tistically significant way.
2.3. Constructing the sample: IMBH selection criteria
Having obtained the flux and the width of the Hα
broad component in all 938,487 spectra of the input
sample, we use the conservative empirical calibration to
estimate a virial black hole mass (Reines et al. 2013):
MBH = 3.72× 106 (FWHMHα/103 km s−1)2.06
×(LHα/1042 erg s−1)0.47M
(1)
By comparing a broad Hα based virial estimates with
other black hole mass measurement techniques (e.g.
reverberation, stellar dynamics) it was demonstrated
(Dong et al. 2012) that they agree within 0.3 dex, i.e. a
factor of 2. One, however, has to keep in mind that
this uncertainty also includes statistical and system-
atic errors of black hole mass measurements used in the
calibration, which might significantly contribute to the
0.3 dex error budget. We use this as a rough estimate
of the systematic uncertainty of our method, which also
defines the mass range of our search: MBH < 2×105M.
We then apply multiple selection criteria in order to
filter reliable IMBH candidates from the input sample
and eliminate spurious broad line detections:
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Figure 1. A black hole mass determination in AGN from optical spectra. Top row: A black hole with an accretion disc ionizes
the interstellar medium in its host galaxy. Dense gas clouds in the immediate vicinity of the black hole (0.001–0.1 pc; broad
line region or BLR) are virialized and move at velocities up-to thousands km/s, thus broadening recombination lines originating
from allowed transitions. Rarefied gas clouds further away from the black hole (∼< 1 kpc; narrow line region or NLR) move much
slower (up-to hundreds km/s) and emit also in forbidden transitions, however, the narrow line shape depends on the exact NLR
morphology. Middle and bottom rows: We model the stellar content of a galaxy by fitting its observed spectrum against a grid
of stellar population models; then fit emission line residuals, first by using the same non-parametric shape for all detected lines
and then by adding Gaussian broad line components in the hydrogen Balmer lines. If the fitting results differ significantly, we
estimate the virial black hole mass from the broad line component width and luminosity using the calibration by Reines et al.
(2013).
• MBH < 2 × 105M in order to select objects in
the IMBH mass range given the assumed 0.3 dex
systematic uncertainty.
• No night sky airglow lines falling in the regions
around Hα+[Nii], [Oiii] 5007A˚, and Hβ 4861A˚,
which we use for the spectral line profile fitting
and decomposition.
• Empirical constraint that the width of the broad
line component is at least
√
5 times larger than that
of the narrow line component.
• Signal-to-noise ratio exceeding 3 in every emission
line used in the BPT (Baldwin et al. 1981) classi-
fication (Hβ, [Oiii], [Nii], Hα), which ensures its
reliability.
• The BPT classification is “AGN” or “composite”
(Kewley et al. 2006), that discards star-forming
galaxies because broad line components in them
are often transient (Baldassare et al. 2016).
• The Hα/Hβ Balmer decrement for both narrow
and broad line components < 4.
• Statistical error on MBH better than 33%
• |vBLR − vNLR| < 3σNLR to reject strongly asym-
metric BLR profiles.
These criteria joined together with boolean and form
our main selection filter. It leaves a sample of 305 IMBH
IMBH population identified as AGN 5
candidates out of nearly 1 million input spectra. We call
it the parent sample.
3. FOLLOW-UP OBSERVATIONS AND ANALYSIS
OF NEW AND ARCHIVAL DATA
In order to exclude possible transient phenomena such
as core collapse supernova or tidal disruption events,
we followed up 3 galaxies with X-ray counterparts, 4
targets selected for our X-ray observations, and 5 ad-
ditional IMBH candidates (12 targets in total) using
the intermediate resolution Magellan Echellette Spectro-
graph (MagE) at the 6.5-m Magellan Baade telescope
(see Table 1). We processed MagE spectra through
our data analysis technique and obtained independent
second-epoch IMBH mass estimates consistent within
uncertainties with SDSS (see Table 2) for 8 galaxies.
We did not detect a broad Hα component in 3 objects.
The observed flux in the forbidden oxygen line [Oiii]
(λ = 5007 A˚) in AGN correlates with the X-ray lumi-
nosity LX (Heckman et al. 2005a), because the NLR
is ionized by energetic photons originating from the
active nucleus. Using this correlation, we selected 4
IMBH candidates with estimated X-ray fluxes > 5 ×
10−15 erg cm−2 s−1 which can be detected in a 10,000 s
exposure for follow-up X-ray observations. We ob-
tained a solid confirmation for one source using Chandra
(MBH = 1.2× 105M, MagE) and a low-confidence de-
tection for another source using XMM-Newton (MBH =
7.5 × 104M, SDSS, no broad Hα component detected
with MagE). The two remaining objects were not de-
tected in X-ray suggesting that either we observed them
in a low phase of activity and they fell below the [Oiii]–
LX correlation or that the broad lines were due to tran-
sient phenomena. Finally, we ended up with a sample
of 10 bona fide broad-line AGN with virial black hole
masses between 43,000 and 202,000 M estimated from
SDSS spectra having point source X-ray counterparts
positioned at galaxy centers (Fig. 2).
One object from the final sample, SDSS J171409.04-
+584906.2, has archival Hubble Space Telescope images.
We observed 4 new confirmed IMBH host galaxies and
6 additional candidates with the Magellan Baade tele-
scope using the FourStar near-infrared imaging camera
in theKs photometric band (λ = 2.2µm). We performed
a light profile decomposition of IMBH host galaxy im-
ages, computed the luminosities of the spheroidal com-
ponents and converted them into stellar masses using
published ages and metallicities from RCSED.
3.1. Optical and NIR observations
We carried out follow-up imaging and spectroscopic
observations of several IMBH candidates and their host
galaxies in the optical and near-infrared domains using
the 6.5-m Magellan Baade telescope, Las Campanas Ob-
servatory, Chile.
Our primary goal was to obtain quasi-simultaneous
optical spectroscopy of the IMBH galaxies selected for
follow-up X-ray observations using Chandra and XMM-
Newton within a period of 2–6 weeks between observa-
tions. Our secondary goal was to obtain the second spec-
troscopic epoch for several prominent X-ray confirmed
IMBHs and get an independent black hole mass esti-
mates. Finally, we aimed to take advantage of superior
seeing conditions at the Magellan telescope to obtain
near-infrared images of several IMBH host galaxies with
the spatial resolution 0.5–0.7 arcsec crucial for the analy-
sis of structural properties, that is 2–3 times better than
the resolution of SDSS images. The complete log of our
follow-up observations for confirmed IMBHs is provided
in Table 1.
For our spectroscopic observations, we used the Mag-
ellan Echellette spectrograph (Marshall et al. 2008) with
the 10-arcsec long 0.7 arcsec wide slit that provides a
cross-dispersion spectroscopy with the spectral resolving
power λ/∆λ = 6500 or σinst = 20 km s
−1 in 14 spectral
orders covering the wavelength range 0.3 < λ < 1.0µm.
Each object was integrated for 40 min to 1 h 20 min in
individual 20 min long exposures either along the major
or minor axis of its host galaxy. Objects which were
small enough to fit in the slit (<5 arcsec) were observed
along the minor axis and the sky model was constructed
from the “empty” part of the slit. Larger galaxies which
did not fit in a 10 arcsec slit were observed along the ma-
jor axis; then we used offset sky observations of 5 min
re-normalized in flux to match science observations.
We reduced the data using a dedicated MagE data
reduction pipeline, which we developed. The pipeline
builds a wavelength solution with uncertainties as small
as 2 km s−1; merges echelle orders and creates a flux
calibrated sky subtracted merged 2D spectrum, which is
then fed to the NBursts spectral fitting procedure to
subtract the stellar continuum and then to the emission
line analysis procedure.
The pipeline uses standard stars observed shortly be-
fore or after a science source to perform flux calibration
and telluric correction. However, in order to perform an
extra check and eliminate possible systematic flux cali-
bration errors, we compare our reduced spectra to SDSS
and use stellar continuum to perform independent flux
calibration. We first extract a spectrum in a 3×0.7 arc-
sec box and use a published light profile of a each galaxy
(Simard et al. 2011) in order to calculate the expected
flux difference between the circular 3 arcsec SDSS fiber
aperture and the box extraction. Then, we calibrate a
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Table 1. The log of follow-up observations of confirmed IMBHs and their
host galaxies.
Object Instrument Date Exp. time Seeing
(s) (arcsec)
J122732.18+075747.7 MagE 10/07/2017 3600 1.2
J110731.23+134712.8
MagE 06/07/2017 2400 1.3
FourStar 10/07/2017 466 0.77
Chandra 17/07/2017 9960 n/a
J134244.41+053056.1
MagE 30/05/2017 4800 1.5
FourStar 09/07/2017 384 0.53
J022849.51−090153.8 MagE 01/01/2018 3600 0.9
FourStar 01/01/2018 384 0.7
reduced 2D spectrum using that flux ratio, and perform
an optimal extraction of a nuclear point source using
the value of the image quality reported by the guider
in order to estimate an extraction profile, because the
BLR in an AGN is supposed to stay unresolved. At the
end, we apply a flux correction computed for a point
source observed through a 0.7 arcsec wide slit to the ex-
tracted spectrum. This approach yields a flux calibrated
spectrum of the galaxy nucleus that can be directly com-
pared to SDSS.
For our imaging observations we used the FourStar
camera (Persson et al. 2013) that covers a field of view
of 11×11 arcmin with a mosaic containing 4 Hawaii2-
RG detectors. We observed each IMBH host galaxy
from a subsample selected for imaging in the Ks band
with the total on-source integration of 8 min. We used
the Poisson random dithering pattern with a box size of
52 arcsec in order to provide enough background sam-
pling for flat fielding and background subtraction. We
reduced FourStar images using the fsred data reduc-
tion pipeline that performs pre-processing of raw NIR
images obtained in the fowler2 mode, that is 2 read-
outs in the beginning and 2 at the end of each exposure;
flat fielding; background subtraction; and flux calibra-
tion using 2MASS (Skrutskie et al. 2006) sources inside
the field of view. The final result of the pipeline is a sky
subtracted flux calibrated image and its flux uncertain-
ties.
For one galaxy, SDSS J1714+5849, we used archival
Hubble Space Telescope images in the F814W pho-
tometric band downloaded from the Hubble Legacy
Archive (http://hla.stsci.edu/; dataset JA2S0M010).
For SDSS J1227+0757, which we did not observe
with FourStar, we used Pan-STARRS archival images
(Chambers et al. 2016) with sub-arcsec seeing quality.
In order to check the position of all our candidates on
the MBH−Mbulge scaling relation, we analyzed imaging
data for the candidate IMBH host galaxies. For all of
them but one we have used a two-dimensional decompo-
sition using the galfit v.3 software (Peng et al. 2010).
For one galaxy, SDSS J1714+5849, which harbors a
strong stellar bar, we used instead a one-dimensional
decomposition of a light profile extracted using the
ellipse task in noao iraf. For SDSS J1342+0530,
SDSS J1107+1347, and SDSS J0228−0901 the follow-
up imaging data taken on FourStar has been used. We
used psfextractor (Bertin 2011) to extract the point
spread function convolution kernel for every image. Usu-
ally we found the best-fitting solution with the simple
photometric model “bulge+disk”. In case of compact
bulges being limited by the atmospheric seeing quality
we had to model a bulge using a point source. Then,
apparent magnitudes of bulges were translated into lu-
minosities using the WMAP9 cosmology (Hinshaw et al.
2013) and later converted into stellar masses using
stellar population properties provided in the RCSED
(Chilingarian et al. 2017).
3.2. X-ray data and observations analysis
We performed X-ray observations of 2 objects with
Chandra (observations 20114 and 20115), and 2 ob-
jects with XMM-Newton (observations 0795711301 and
0795711401) using director’s discretionary time quasi-
simultaneously with optical observations.
Both Chandra observations were carried out with the
Advanced CCD Imaging Spectrometer (ACIS) detector
in the faint data mode with 10,000 s long exposures.
Target galaxies were always placed on-axis of the back-
illuminated S3 chip of ACIS-S. The data were reduced
and analyzed with ciao 4.9 package following standard
recipes.
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In Chandra observation 20114 a single bright point-
like X-ray source was detected at the position of
the optical center of SDSS J1107+1347 galaxy. We
performed its aperture photometry using srcflux
task and detected 518 net counts in 0.5–7 keV band
which corresponds to the observed flux (4.5 ± 0.4) ×
10−13 erg s−1 cm−2.
No source was detected at the position of SDSS
J135750.71+223100.8 in the Chandra observation 20115.
We estimate a 3σ detection limit of this observation as
8.0× 10−15 erg s−1 cm−2.
Two XMM-Newton observations 10,000 s long each
were performed with EPIC detector in FullFrame mode
with Thin filter. The data were reduced and analyzed
with the common XMM-Newton analysis threads with
the sas 16.1.0 software package running in a virtual ma-
chine.
We were not able to detect any source at a position
of SDSS J161251.77+110621.6 in the XMM-Newton ob-
servation 0795711301 up-to the limiting flux level of
5.0× 10−15 erg s−1 cm−2.
However, we marginally detected a faint source co-
incident within positional errors with the nucleus of
SDSS J1440+1155 galaxy in the XMM-Newton ob-
servation 0795711401. We estimate its flux in the
standard XMM-Newton 0.2–10 keV band as (5 ± 2) ×
10−15 erg s−1 cm−2.
For other sources in this study (including previ-
ously known objects) we used X-ray data from XMM-
Newton’s 3XMM-DR7 catalog (Rosen et al. 2016) acces-
sible through the catalog website (Zolotukhin et al. 2017,
http://xmm-catalog.irap.omp.eu), Chandra Source Cat-
alog Release 1.1 (Evans et al. 2010) and Swift 1SXPS
catalog (Evans et al. 2014). We performed a cross-match
with point non-spurious subset of sources in those cat-
alogs using their 3σ X-ray positional uncertainties.
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1. Detected IMBH candidates and their properties
Using data mining in wide-field sky surveys and apply-
ing dedicated analysis to archival and follow-up optical
spectra, we identified a sample of 305 IMBH candidates
having masses 3 × 104 < MBH < 2 × 105M, which re-
side in galaxy centers and are accreting gas that creates
characteristic signatures of a type-I AGN. We confirmed
the AGN nature of ten sources (including five previously
known (Dong et al. 2007; Reines et al. 2013; Baldassare
et al. 2015)) by detecting the X-ray emission from their
accretion discs, thus defining the first bona fide sample
of IMBHs in galactic nuclei. The very existence of nu-
clear IMBHs supports the stellar mass seed scenario of
the massive black hole formation.
In Table 2 we present main properties of 10 IMBHs
confirmed as AGN by the X-ray identification and their
host galaxies. Every object is identified by the IAU
designation, which includes its J2000 coordinates. For
every source we present a central BH virial mass es-
timate, flux and width of the broad Hα component,
redshift, X-ray flux, and an estimated stellar mass of
a spheroidal component. For host galaxies of 5 newly
detected sources presented in the top part of the table,
we also provide estimates of the absolute magnitude of
the bulge or spheroid obtained from the photometric
decomposition of their direct images. For the confirmed
sources from the literature (bottom part of the table) we
also provide published BH mass estimates. In Fig. 3–
6 we present SDSS and MagE (when available) spectra
and line profile decomposition results for these 10 ob-
jects.
Here we briefly describe properties of bona fide IMBHs
detected in X-ray for the first time:
• J122732.18+075747.7: The least massive IMBH
(MBH = 3.6 × 104M) detected by our work-
flow hosted in a barred spiral galaxy with a star-
forming ring; the X-ray counterpart is very faint.
The BPT diagnostics places a galaxy in the com-
posite region because the AGN emission is heav-
ily contaminated by star formation in the inner
ring, that becomes less of a problem in MagE data
where it is spatially resolved.
• J134244.41+053056.1: A particularly interesting
source, which we matched with the Swift source
1SXPS J134244.6+053052. Dou et al. (2016) clas-
sified it as a tidal disruption event (TDE) candi-
date based on the variability of highly ionized iron
lines in its optical spectrum. The claim is that
the TDE must have happened close to the SDSS
spectrum epoch (2002-04-09) which is, however, in
clear contradiction with the hypothesis that its X-
ray emission with the luminosity 1.3×1041 erg s−1
observed by Swift 7 years later on 2009-05-15 is
connected to the TDE. Therefore we attribute
the detected X-ray source to the AGN activity in
SDSS J1342+0530.
• J171409.04+584906.2: Hosted in a barred spiral
with a compact bulge well resolved in archival HST
images, this IMBH is another example of a source
falling into the composite region in the BPT dia-
gram. Because of high declination we were unable
to obtain the second epoch spectroscopy.
• J111552.01−000436.1: Located in a nearly edge-
on spiral galaxy with a compact bulge, this is an-
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J1227+0757
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122k / 71k
J1107+1347
65k / 96k
J1342+0530
115k
J1714+5849
115k
J1115-0004
70k Literature
J1523+1145
112k Literature
J1534+0408
116k Literature
J1605+1748
157k Literature
J1123+6711
202k /367k Literature
J0228-0901
Figure 2. Optical images of ten IMBH host galaxies. Sloan Digital Sky Survey images of galaxies hosting IMBHs detected
by our automated data analysis workflow demonstrate low luminosity spheroidal stellar systems or spiral galaxies with small
bulges. The locations of X-ray counterparts with the corresponding 3σ positional uncertainties is shown by red circles. The
bottom row displays objects mentioned in the literature previously, which our workflow has successfully recovered. A virial mass
estimate in M from the analysis of SDSS spectra is shown in the bottom left corner of every panel followed by an estimate
from MagE when available, the physical scale in the host galaxy plane is in the bottom right.
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Figure 3. Spectral decomposition of MagE and SDSS data for IMBHs detected in this work. Top row panel: The observed
optical SDSS spectrum is shown in blue, the orange line is the best-fitting stellar population template without emission lines.
Middle row: A close-up view of several emission lines in the SDSS spectrum. The emission line profile (observed data are shown
in black) is constructed first by subtracting the best-fitting stellar population template, then in allowed lines it is decomposed
into narrow line (gray) and broad line (red) components. The total emission line model is shown in magenta and its residuals
are displayed in gray shifted downward for clarity. A non-parametric narrow line model (rightmost panel, blue histogram) is
computed simultaneously for all forbidden emission lines in the spectrum that reduces fitting residuals and allows us to detect
even a very faint broad line component (rightmost panel, red line), a proxy for the BH mass. Bottom row: Same as the middle
row but for MagE data.
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Table 2. IMBHs identified as AGN and some of their properties.
Object MBH Lit.MBH σBLR LBLR Hα z M
sph
abs M
∗
sph LX
(103M) (103M) (km s−1) (1039 erg s−1) (mag) (109M) (1040 erg s−1)
This work
J122732.18+075747.7
43± 101 214± 20 1.5± 0.4
0.033 −17.8 (r) 0.9 0.55 (XMM)
36± 72 200± 10 1.4± 0.4
J134244.41+053056.1
65± 71 216± 10 3.5± 0.4
0.037 −20.7 (r) 3.5 13.5 (Swift)
96± 132 286± 13 2.4± 0.5
J171409.04+584906.2 115± 241 373± 31 1.1± 0.3 0.030 −17.4 (F814W) 0.7 2.5 (XMM)
J111552.01−000436.1 115± 381 315± 41 2.3± 0.9 0.039 −16.8 (r) 0.4 4.9 (XMM)
J110731.23+134712.8
122± 181 269± 17 5.1± 0.8
0.045 −18.0 (K) 0.3 190 (Chandra)?
71± 102 244± 10 2.5± 0.6
Previously known
J152304.97+114553.6a 70± 201 50 350± 30 0.5± 0.2 0.024 0.7 0.4 (Chandra)a
J153425.58+040806.7b 111± 71 130 246± 6 6.2± 0.3 0.039 1.3 85 (Chandra)d
J160531.84+174826.1b 116± 111 160 316± 12 2.3± 0.2 0.032 1.7 12.7 (XMM)
J112333.56+671109.9c 157± 361 200 341± 34 3.1± 0.6 0.055 2.4 53.5 (XMM)
J022849.51-090153.8c
202± 131
316
250± 7 21± 1
0.072 0.7 275 (Chandra)d
367± 272 340± 9 19± 2
1Spectrum from SDSS
2Spectrum from Magellan/MagE
aBaldassare et al. (2015)
bReines et al. (2013)
cGreene & Ho (2007)
dDong et al. (2012)
Note—The upper part of the table lists objects found in this work, while 5 objects in the bottom part were known previously (see
references near object names) but had their properties re-measured using our data analysis approach. The X-ray luminosity is computed
in this work from the flux reported in a corresponding X-ray catalog unless a reference is given. An asterisk marks dedicated Chandra
X-ray observations from this study. The columns are: SDSS IAU name, black hole mass (derived in this study from SDSS data and
from Magellan/MagE data where available), black hole mass from the literature (where applicable; see reference near object name),
redshift, Hα BLR velocity dispersion (from SDSS and from MagE data where available), Hα BLR luminosity (from SDSS and from
MagE data where available), absolute magnitude and mass of spheroidal component (bulge) of a host galaxy, X-ray luminosity.
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Table 3. A list of 305 candidate IMBHs identified as active galactic nuclei based on
the SDSS archival data.
Object z MBH σBLR LBLR Hα M
sph
abs
(103M) (km s−1) (1039 erg s−1) (109M)
J111835.82+002511.2 0.025 138 ± 20 230 ± 13 13.24 ± 2.07 1.87 ± 0.04
J112209.97+010114.8 0.075 99 ± 19 216 ± 14 86.3 ± 2.51 1.94 ± 0.3
J141215.60−003759.0 0.025 62 ± 17 269 ± 30 1.24 ± 0.39 0.46 ± 0.05
J094733.06+001302.9 0.063 181 ± 39 322 ± 30 5.47 ± 1.15 10.65 ± 2.50
J003826.70+000536.8 0.071 100 ± 22 257 ± 25 4.06 ± 0.87 n/a
Note—This table is published in its entirety in the machine-readable format. A random
subset is shown here for guidance regarding its form and content.
other example of a weak AGN whose signature is
contaminated by star formation in its host galaxy.
• J110731.23+134712.8: This IMBH located in a
low luminosity disk galaxy with a very compact
bulge is the only one of five falling in the AGN
region of the BPT diagram despite its contami-
nation by star formation. This object has a very
bright X-ray counterpart detected in our Chan-
dra dataset, that corresponds to the X-ray lumi-
nosity alone over 10% of the Eddington limit for
a 70,000 M black hole, which suggests that the
bolometric luminosity should be close to the Ed-
dington limit.
We also mention one object previously described
in the literature, J022849.51−090153.8 (Greene & Ho
2007). Its black hole mass estimate from the follow-up
spectroscopy with MagE, 3.7±0.3·105M puts it above
the IMBH mass threshold adopted in this work, how-
ever, similarly to J110731.23+134712.8 it also exhibits
very bright X-ray emission, that corresponds to the
bolometric luminosity close to the Eddington limit for
its mass.
Table 3 contains properties of all 305 sources selected
as IMBH candidates (the parent sample) regardless of
the availability of X-ray data. The columns are similar
to Table 2 with the exception of X-ray identification
and literature data. We used bulge luminosities in the
r band reported in the photometric catalog by Simard
et al. (2011) in the “Sersic+disk” decomposition table,
which we converted into stellar masses using mass-to-
light ratios of SDSS galaxies presented in Saulder et al.
(2016).
4.2. The IMBH mass detection limit and reliability of
MBH estimates
We studied the behavior of our non-parametric emis-
sion line analysis algorithm with Monte-Carlo simula-
tions. For each object in our final sample of 10 X-ray
confirmed IMBHs we generated a set of 90,000 mock
emission spectra, which included all strong optical emis-
sion lines (Hβ, [Oiii], [Nii], Hα, [SII]). To generate syn-
thetic forbidden lines in these spectra we took their
model profiles derived from the narrow line LOSVD,
which was recovered at the first pass of the algorithm,
and added random noise with the distribution derived
from the observed spectrum noise in the vicinity of a
line. For allowed lines we also added broad Gaussian
components with a random Balmer decrement in the
range 2.8–3.2, whose widths σ and luminosities LHα
were distributed in a grid to cover the region of inter-
est in the parameter space. At each point of this grid
we generated 100 spectra with random noise realizations
which were fed to the non-parametric emission line anal-
ysis algorithm. MBH recovered by the algorithm was
then compared to the true input value used. We consid-
ered an individual trial successful in case the recovered
black hole mass fell within 0.3 dex from the input value,
and computed recovery rate at each point of (σ, LHα)
grid as a fraction of successful to total number of trials.
The maps of recovery rate for MagE and SDSS spec-
tra of objects from the final sample of 10 IMBHs are
presented in Fig. 7. In almost all cases the derived
black holes masses lie in the region with reliable recov-
ery rate. This modeling also shows that under favorable
circumstances our non-parametric emission line analysis
algorithm could recover from SDSS spectra black hole
masses as low as 104M.
4.3. Contamination estimate of the parent sample of
IMBH candidates
We estimate the contamination of the parent sample
of IMBH candidates produced by our method using sev-
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Figure 3. contd.
eral approaches. By contamination here we mean the
fraction of sources in the sample that are not actual
IMBHs, that is they do not exhibit all the required ob-
served IMBH properties: persistent broad Hα emission,
X-ray emission from an accretion disk and AGN or com-
posite emission lines ratio in the BPT diagram. By
construction, our parent sample contains sources with
single-epoch spectroscopic mass estimate without X-ray
confirmation for most of them. Hence, it inevitably con-
tains sources that e.g. showed IMBH features at some
point in time and then changed their appearance. The
contaminating sources likely have diverse origin. These
could be supernovae, transient stellar processes (Reines
et al. 2013; Baldassare et al. 2016) or spurious detections
caused by the imperfection of our spectral analysis.
It is generally very hard to precisely estimate the con-
tamination, so here for simplicity we derive an upper
limit of the contamination, i.e. the most pessimistic es-
timate of the quality of our IMBH search method. It re-
quires that bona fide IMBH candidates satisfy the most
stringent observing constraints: they must have an X-
ray detection and consistent multi-epoch spectroscopic
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Figure 4. Spectral decomposition of SDSS data for IMBHs detected in this work. Panels are the same as top and middle rows
in Figure 3.
mass estimates (more precisely, we require that broad
Hα emission is detected at different epochs possibly with
different instruments and all its detections satisfy our
quality criteria, the mass estimates at different epochs
are consistent within 0.3 dex, and the BPT classification
does not change).
First we checked our parent sample against the
3XMM-DR5 upper limit server (http://www.ledas.ac.
uk/flix/flix.html) and found 14 objects that serendip-
itously fell in the footprint of archival XMM-Newton
observations but were not detected in them. We com-
pared detection limits of these observations with the
fluxes expected from the 14 IMBH candidates given ex-
isting LX—L[OIII] correlation (Heckman et al. 2005b).
None of these observations were deep enough to exclude
X-ray emission at the level of LX—L[OIII] correlation
minus its 1σ scatter. We, therefore, cannot reject the
accreting IMBH hypothesis for these objects. Given that
the objects of our interest are all low-mass AGN with
small luminosities, we expect that other X-ray archives
are unlikely to contain many deep enough observations
of our IMBH candidates.
Hence, out of 305 IMBH candidates in our parent sam-
ple only 18 possess sufficiently deep X-ray observations
to confirm or rule out the accreting IMBH hypothe-
sis: 14 from X-ray archives and 4 IMBH candidates ob-
served with dedicated X-ray observations by Chandra
and XMM-Newton in this work. Out of those 18, two
sources (SDSS J161251.77+110621.6 observed by XMM-
Newton and SDSS J135750.71+223100.8 observed by
Chandra) were not detected in X-ray at the level below
of that expected from LX—L[OIII] correlation minus its
1σ scatter which secures their non-IMBH nature. One
source, SDSS J144005.82+115508.7, while detected in
X-ray with XMM-Newton in our observation, did not
display broad Hα emission at the second spectroscopic
epoch when observed with Magellan/MagE. In addition
to this, we discarded five sources without performing the
second epoch spectroscopic follow-up observations con-
sidering them spurious detections. This happens, for
example, when our automated emission line decompo-
sition algorithm underestimates the broad Hα emission
flux and after more careful emission line decomposition
with manually adjusted constraints, a black hole mass
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Figure 5. Spectral decomposition of MagE and SDSS data for a previously known IMBH re-measured in this work. Panels are
the same as in Figure 3.
estimate exceeds 2 × 105M. Thus, out of 18 sources
with deep X-ray data we discard eight sources in total.
10 remaining sources are those presented in Table 2. For
six sources from Table 2 we have both X-ray and sec-
ond epoch spectroscopic confirmation (objects found in
this work: SDSS J1227+0757, SDSS J1342+0530, SDSS
J1115−0004, SDSS J1107+1347; previously known ob-
jects: SDSS J1523+1145, SDSS J0228−0901). Four re-
maining sources from Table 2 (object found in this work:
SDSS J1714+5849; previously known objects: SDSS
J1534+0408, SDSS J1605+1748, SDSS J1123+6711) are
detected in X-ray and have reliable single epoch detec-
tions of broad Hα emission but do not possess second
epoch spectroscopic observations and therefore cannot
be used for the contamination estimate.
This leaves us with a sample of 14 sources that have
enough evidence to tell if they pass all required tests
(multi-epoch spectroscopy and deep enough X-ray ob-
servations) or not: 6 sources successfully pass them all,
and 8 sources fail in at least one test. The upper limit
on the contamination of our parent sample can be es-
timated as 8 / 14 = 57%. A more realistic estimate
should lower this value. In particular, it was shown
(Baldassare et al. 2016) that 100% of objects classified
as AGN on the BPT diagram which at the same time
show the broad Hα emission, exhibit the same properties
in second spectroscopic epoch. Out of 4 objects without
the second spectroscopic epoch, one (SDSS J1605+1748,
Dong et al. (2007)) is classified as AGN on the BPT di-
agram. It is then natural to anticipate that it is true
IMBH which would lower the contaminating fraction in
our sample to 53%.
Therefore, we have all evidence to expect that at least
0.43× 305 = 131 sources in our parent sample of IMBH
candidates are real IMBHs in a sense that they will sat-
isfy the most stringent observing criteria once the nec-
essary follow-up observations have been performed. If
we assume no strong dependence of the contamination
level on the black hole mass, we find that at least 42 of
our IMBH candidates from Table 3 with MBH < 10
5M
must be actual IMBHs.
4.4. Implications for co-evolution of central black holes
and their host galaxies
In Fig. 8 we compare IMBH masses and host galaxy
properties to the recent compilations of bulge/spheroid
masses of host galaxies of massive black holes (Graham
& Scott 2015; Graham et al. 2015). All IMBH hosts
have stellar masses of their bulges between 4× 108 and
4× 109M and reside on the low-mass extension of the
MBH−Mbulge scaling relation established by more mas-
sive black holes and their host galaxies, thus filling a
sparsely populated region of the parameter space. This
argues for the validity of the search approach that looks
for AGN signatures created by IMBHs and also supports
the connection between the black hole mass growth and
the growth of their host galaxy bulges via mergers down
to the IMBH regime.
Galaxy mergers were frequent when the Universe was
younger (redshifts z > 1, Conselice et al. 2003; Bell et al.
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Figure 6. Spectral decomposition of SDSS data for previously known IMBHs re-measured in this work. Panels are the same
as in Figure 4.
2006; Lotz et al. 2011). They are thought to be responsi-
ble for the growth of bulges (Aguerri et al. 2001; Boylan-
Kolchin et al. 2006), hence suggesting the co-evolution
of central black holes and their hosts (Kormendy & Ho
2013), and explaining the observed correlations between
central black hole masses and bulge properties, stellar
velocity dispersion (Ferrarese & Merritt 2000; Gebhardt
et al. 2000; van den Bosch 2016) and stellar mass (Mar-
coni & Hunt 2003; Ha¨ring & Rix 2004; Gu¨ltekin et al.
2009). Therefore, IMBH host galaxies must have experi-
enced very few if any major mergers over their lifetime.
From the multiple epoch optical spectroscopy and X-
ray observations, we estimate that our IMBH candidate
sample may include up-to 57% of transient broad lines
or spurious detections (see a detailed discussion above).
Even though, keeping in mind that virial masses are un-
certain to a factor of 2, it should contain at least 42
objects with masses smaller than 105M. These ob-
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Figure 7. Monte-Carlo simulations of the emission line analysis. Black lines show equal black hole masses of 104, 3×104, 6×104,
9 × 104, 1.2 × 105, 1.5 × 105, 2 × 105 solar masses. Color indicates the recovery fraction of the black hole mass determination
in every point of the grid derived from 100 random noise realizations. The source of the spectral data is MagE if indicated on
top of the panel or SDSS otherwise. The panels are in the same order as in Fig. 2.
jects are the relics of the early SMBH formation sur-
vived through the cosmic time almost intact and their
host galaxies must have had very poor merger histories.
Their existence suggests that at least some SMBHs did
not originate from massive (> 105M) seeds but from
stellar mass black holes. The efficiency of mass growth
via super-Eddington accretion is questionable because
of radiation driven outflows (King & Muldrew 2016).
Therefore, stellar mass black hole mergers must have
played an important role in the SMBH assembly.
Our sample likely represents the tip of the iceberg of
the IMBH population. The sphere of influence of an
IMBH is too small to significantly affect the stellar dy-
namics of its host galaxy and cannot be detected beyond
the Local Group with currently available instruments,
therefore we can find only IMBHs in the actively accret-
ing phase, which requires the gas supply onto the galaxy
centre. On the other hand, most non-starforming galax-
ies with small bulges reside in galaxy clusters, which
does not favour AGN, because they lost their gas com-
pletely due to environmental effects. Therefore, while
the exact fraction of actively accreting IMBHs is un-
known, it is likely smaller than that of more massive
black holes.
The main limitations of our technique are the rela-
tively shallow flux limit of the SDSS spectroscopy and
the lack of wide field X-ray surveys reaching the flux
limit (5×10−15 erg cm−2 s−1) of a snapshot Chandra or
XMM-Newton observation: 4 serendipitously detected
sources reside in ' 2 % of the sky observed by both
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Figure 8. A scaling relation between the central black hole mass MBH and the mass of a host galaxy bulge/spheroid Mbulge.
Masses of quiescent and active black holes and stellar masses of bulges of their host galaxies (Graham & Scott 2015; Graham
et al. 2015) show a strong correlation for galaxies having different morphological types, which supports the scenario of their
co-evolution (Kormendy & Ho 2013). The gray dashed line is a power-law fit of the relation for host galaxies with Se´rsic
light profiles (Graham & Scott 2015). The X-ray confirmed IMBHs and their hosts (see Fig. 2 for their images) are shown as
large green (HST and FourStar observations) and red (literature) star symbols; IMBH candidates without X-ray confirmation
(FourStar observations) as small black stars. They extend the correlation to lower masses: its continuity suggests that the
nuclear IMBHs represent the low mass extension of the mass function of central black holes in galaxies.
SDSS and X-ray satellites. The future deep eRosita
X-ray survey may confirm several dozen IMBH candi-
dates from our current sample of 305. A targeted op-
tical spectroscopic probe of nearby galaxies with small
bulges deeper than SDSS will likely bring new IMBH
identifications at even lower masses.
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